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Abstract :
Right-handed neutrinos in supersymmetric models can act as the source of lepton flavor violation
(LFV). We present experimental implications of lepton flavor-violating processes within a supersym-
metric type-I seesaw framework in the three-extra-parameter non-universal Higgs model (NUHM3)
for large (PMNS-like) and small (CKM-like) Yukawa mixing scenarios. We highlight LFV predictions
for the natural (low ∆EW) portion of parameter space. Our numerical analysis includes full 2-loop
renormalization group running effects for the three neutrino masses and mass matrices. We show
the projected discovery reach of various LFV experiments (i.e. Mu2e, Mu3e, MEG-II, Belle-II), and
specify regions that have already been excluded by the LHC searches. Our results depend strongly on
whether one has a normal sneutrino hierarchy (NSH) or an inverted sneutrino hierarchy (ISH). Natural
SUSY with a NSH is already excluded by MEG-2013 results while large portions of ISH have been or
will soon be tested. However, LFV processes from natural SUSY with small Yukawa mixing and an
ISH seem below any projected sensitivities. A substantial amount of the remaining parameter space
of models with large PMNS-like sneutrino mixing will be probed by Mu2e and MEG-II experiments
whereas small, CKM-like Yukawa mixing predicts LFV decays which can hide from LFV experiments.
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1 Introduction
Despite the lack of signals from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1], supersymmetry (SUSY)
remains a very compelling model for physics Beyond the Standard Model. SUSY naturally solves the
big hierarchy problem [2], introduces a dark matter candidate [3] and explains neutrino masses when
augmented with right-handed (RH) Majorana neutrinos [4]. So far, the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) [5] has been challenged and yet has survived four experimental tests: 1.
gauge coupling unification [6], 2. discovery of the top quark with mt within 100-200 GeV for a succesful
radiative electroweak symmetry breaking [7], 3. the Higgs boson was discovered with mh ' 125 GeV,
within the narrow range of MSSM allowed values [8] and 4. precision electroweak observables– mW
vs. mt plane– favor heavy SUSY even more than the SM [9].
Regarding the neutrino sector, observations of neutrino oscillations confirm that neutrinos are
massive particles [10]. Although individual masses of neutrinos are unknown, experiments can probe
the mass gaps between the generations. Measured values of the mass gaps suggest two scenarios for
the neutrino mass hierarchy: normal (mν3 > mν2 & mν1) and inverted (mν3 < mν1 . mν2). A global
analysis based on oscillation and non-oscillation data within a three-neutrino framework performed
by Capozzi et al. [11] with 3σ deviations gives [12]
∆m221 = (7.37
+0.59
−0.44)× 10−5eV2, sin θ12 = 0.297+0.57−0.47 (1)
and
normal hierarchy (NH) : inverted hierarchy (IH) :
∆m231 = (2.56
+0.13
−0.11)× 10−3eV2 ∆m223 = (2.54+0.11−0.11)× 10−3eV2
sin θ13 = 0.0215 ± 0.25 sin θ13 = 0.0216 ± 0.26
sin θ23 = 0.425
+0.19
−0.044 sin θ23 = 0.589
+0.047
−0.205
where ∆m2ij ≡ m2i −m2j . Analyses based on recent observations from IceCube and NOvA favor the
normal neutrino mass hierarchy [13, 14].
In a more recent study [15], it has been shown that current neutrino data can only have a good χ2
fit for SO(10)-based models when SUSY threshold corrections are included. The analysis is carried
out using PMNS mixing and the best-fit points give:
mν1 = 0.0018− 0.0024 eV, mν2 = 0.0088− 0.009 eV, mν3 = 0.0503 eV (NH)
for neutrino masses with a normal hierarchy and where the range arises from different tanβ values.
Using the ∆m2ij values given above, a lower limit for the sum of the masses of three neutrino generations
(
∑
i=1,3mνi) can be estimated by setting the lightest neutrino mass to zero. Cosmological observations
can provide an upper bound on the sum. Depending on the model and the dataset considered for the
analysis,
∑max
νi
can range from 0.18 eV to 1.08 eV at 2σ level [11].
The current sensitivity of precision LFV measurements already probes certain regions of SUSY pa-
rameter space, especially the constrained MSSM (cMSSM or mSUGRA) [16] with light scalar masses
and right-handed neutrinos (RHN). The MEG Collaboration reported an upper bound for the branch-
ing fraction of the process µ → e γ: BF(µ → e γ) < 4.2 × 10−13 at 90% CL [17]. Given the limits,
sub-TeV cMSSM+RHN models that assume small CKM-like and large PMNS-like Yukawa mixings
are excluded– in agreement with the LHC searches. The projected sensitivity of MEG-II should lower
the BF limit by another order of magnitude [18]. For µ → e conversion rate (CR) in nuclei, the
Mu2e experiment has a projected sensitivity in the range of 10−16 − 10−17. With such a projected
sensitivity, Mu2e will be probing the parameter space of MSSM models with non-universal Higgs soft
masses [19, 20].
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Even though precision experiments cannot be thought of as a replacement for LHC, they can be
complementary. Positive results for sparticle searches at the LHC along with LFV search results would
narrow down many BSM theories that are presently compatible with observations. Null results from
precision experiments can only constrain models with specific assumptions and so are insufficient to
give universal bounds on sparticle masses. Similarly, MSSM+RHN models include PMNS neutrino
mixing to explain neutrino oscillations (which is distinct from the CKM-like or PMNS-like Yukawa
mixing to be introduced shortly). In addition, the predicted LFV observables might vary by a few
orders of magnitude depending on the choice of the RH neutrino mass spectrum for neutrinos (see
Fig. 4).
In this paper, we study the predictions of SUSY models with non-universal Higgs parameters
augmented with three RH neutrino superfields Nˆ ci . Motivated by the normal and inverted mass
hierarchies of neutrino masses, we study the NUHM3 model [21] with scalar mass relations m0(1) '
m0(2) 6= m0(3). We investigate the parameter space where LHC searches, dark matter detection
experiments and LFV observables can be complementary. For each of the different neutrino Yukawa
coupling scenarios and mass hierarchies, we take the third generation neutrino mass to be ∼ 0.05 eV
and only accept solutions with mν1 and mν2 within the limits given in Ref. [11] for both inverse and
normal neutrino mass hierarchies.
We also show predictions for the well-motivated NUHM3 model for points that exhibit electroweak
naturalness: ∆EW ≤ 30. The naturalness measure ∆EW [22] only requires that weak scale contribu-
tions to the Z-boson mass, mZ , should be comparable to or smaller than mZ . From the minimization
conditions for the MSSM Higgs potential1:
m2Z
2
=
m2Hd + Σ
d
d − (m2Hu + Σuu) tan2 β
tan2 β − 1 − µ¯
2 (2)
electroweak naturalness is defined as ∆EW = maxi|Ci|/(m2Z/2) where the Cis represent the various
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2). Here, tanβ = vu/vd is the ratio of Higgs field vevs with m
2
Hu
and m2Hd the Higgs soft breaking masses and the Σ
u
u and Σ
d
d terms contain over 40 radiative corrections
(for expressions, see Ref. [23]).
One can see that ∆EW < 30 is a conservative condition which accomodates 3.3% or less finetuning
and allows µ¯ up to ∼ 360 GeV. The condition for naturalness puts strong bounds on stop and gluino
masses [24]. For various natural MSSM models, and independent of the neutrino sector, upper limits
have been calculated as mt˜1 . 3.5 TeV and mg˜ . 6 TeV (with the exception of the natural anomaly
mediated SUSY breaking model (nAMSB) [25] where gluino mass can reach up to 9 TeV). Such models
will only be partially probed by high luminosity (HL)-LHC [26]. For natural SUSY, the NUHM3 allows
for heavier 1st and 2nd generation sparticles ranging up to 30−40 TeV without violating the naturalness
condition that ∆EW < 30 [27].
In R-parity conserving SUSY models, the lightest SUSY particle (LSP) is expected to be stable.
The neutralino LSP has been confronted by direct and indirect dark matter (DM) searches [28]. In
this paper, we consider a neutralino LSP with a thermal abundance less than the measured value,
Ωthh2 ≤ 0.12. In this case, the neutralino makes up only a fraction of the total dark matter density
whilst the remainder might be composed of axions. In such a scenario, the neutralino abundance
can also be augmented by late-decaying relics, such as axinos and saxions [29]. Although direct
DM searches probe deeper in SUSY parameter space, indirect searches from FERMI-LAT and other
experments limit the composition of mixed dark matter more strongly [30] since the WIMP indirect
detection rates are rescaled by ξ2 = (Ωh2/0.12)2.
1We use µ¯ for the SUSY mu term to distinguish it from µ for muon.
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In Sec. 2, we review the SUSY seesaw mechanism while in Sec. 3 we discuss possible LFV processes.
In Sec 4, we describe the model parameter space and present the results for NUHM3+RHN. We
summarize projected discovery limits of future LFV experiments in Sec. 5.
2 Seesaw Mechanism in MSSM
The seesaw mechanism is one of the most compelling ways to generate the observed neutrino
masses [31]. Implications of supersymmetric models with various seesaw mechanisms have been ex-
tensively studied in the literature [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In supersymmetric models augmented with
right-handed neutrinos, loop effects can enhance off-diagonal elements of the slepton mass matrix
and hence generate sizeable lepton flavor violation effects which results in low energy LFV observ-
ables [32, 37].
In the supersymmetric type-I seesaw, the MSSM superpotential is of the form
fˆMSSM = µ¯Hˆ
a
uHˆda +
∑
i,j=1,3
[
(fu)ijabQˆ
a
i Hˆ
b
uUˆ
c
j + (fd)ijQˆ
a
i HˆdaDˆ
c
j + (fe)ijLˆ
a
i HˆdaEˆ
c
j
]
. (3)
It is augmented by an additional set of terms containing a right-handed neutrino Nˆ c [5]:
fˆ = fˆMSSM +
∑
i,j=1,3
[
1
2
(MN )ijNˆ
c
i Nˆ
c
j + (fν)ijabLˆ
a
i Hˆ
b
uNˆ
c
j
]
(4)
where MN is the Majorana mass matrix for the heavy right-handed neutrinos.
Since the entirety of neutrino mixing data is insufficient to fix all the elements of fµ, it is common
to assume in addition some GUT-motivated ansa¨tze which can span the realm of possibilities [19].
Three common scenarios include the following:
• scenario #1: (fν)ij = (fu)ij small mixing (CKM-like),
• scenario #2: (fν)ij = (fu)diagii UPMNSij large mixing (PMNS-like) and
• scenario #3: (fν)ij = 3× (fu)ij
where the conditions are imposed at the GUT scale mGUT [19]. One simple GUT-motivated scenario
is where Higgs superfields reside in 10-plets; in that case, then scenario #1 is the trivial choice whereas
for the fields that reside in 126-plets, then scenario #3 should be considered for models with CKM-like
neutrino couplings. For a given light neutrino spectrum, in scenario #3 Majorana neutrinos should
be chosen a factor of ∼ 32 = 9 heavier compared to the scenario #1. Hence, LFV observables are
expected to be diminished by a factor of ∝ log 9 and enhanced by a factor of 9 due to the squared
neutrino coupling in calculation: (3×fν)2. For simplicity, we only show results for scenario #1 (small
mixing, CKM-like) and scenario #2 (large mixing, PMNS-like). While the above GUT scenarios are
likely to live in the swampland [38] of string inconsistent models (due to the presence of large Higgs
multiplets [39]), the large and small mixing cases can also be present in string-derived models (such
as heterotic models compactified on certain orbifolds [40]) which only include the MSSM+RHN fields
in the low energy spectrum, and where GUT multiplets arise from local grand unification [41] present
at orbifold fixed points.
Above the highest see-saw scale set by the heaviest Majorana neutrino, denoted by N3
2, the light
neutrino mass matrix can be written as:
(mν)il = −(v · sinβ)2(fTν )ij(M−1N )jk(fν)kl (5)
2We consider a model with three non-degenerate right-handed neutrinos.
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where v ≡
√
v2u + v
2
d ' 174 GeV is the combined vacuum expectation value of the Higgs bosons in
the MSSM and where β = arctan(vu/vd). The magnitudes of the neutrino Yukawa couplings (fν)ij
and Majorana mass matrix (MN )jk in Eq. (5) are functions of the energy scale Q. When the heaviest
Majorana neutrino is integrated out, an effective dimension-5 neutrino mass operator is generated :
fˆ 3 1
2
(κ)ilabLˆ
a
i Hˆ
b
udf Lˆ
d
l Hˆ
f
u (6)
where the coefficient κ of the operator can be determined by the matching condition at the decoupling
scales [42]:
(κ)il|M−Nk = (κ)il|M+Nk + (f
T
ν )ik(M
−1
Nk
)(fν)kl|M+Nk (7)
where k = 1, 2, 3 and where M+Nk (M
−
Nk
) denotes the value as the scale of decoupling of the k-th
generation RHN MNk is approached from above (below). At Q = MNk , Nˆk is integrated out hence
heavy neutrinos decouple from the theory. For Q > MN3 , κ = 0 and RG evolution only governs fν
and MN . After the heaviest neutrino is decoupled, the neutrino mass matrix can becomes:
(mν)il = −1
2
(v · sinβ)2(κil + (fTν )ij(M−1N )jk(fν)kl). (8)
After all the RH neutrinos are decoupled, the RGEs only govern κ from the scale of the lightest heavy
neutrino mass, MN1 , all the way down to the electroweak breaking scale. For Q < MN1 , the neutrino
mass matrix is given by:
(mν)il = −1
2
(v · sinβ)2κil, (9)
and physical light neutrino masses can be obtained by diagonalizing (mν)il.
Figure 1: Evolution of the off-diagonal slepton mass matrix terms m2
L˜
(LL)12 and m
2
L˜
(LL)32 with the
energy scale Q from mGUT to mZ with MN1,2,3 = 10
5,9,14 GeV (denoted by vertical dashed lines).
In Fig. 1, we show the evolution of two off-diagonal slepton mass matrix terms with the energy
scale Q from mGUT to the weak scale using matching conditions at the thresholds and the small
mixing (CKM-like) neutrino Yukawa couplings at mGUT. The RH neutrino masses are shown by
the dashed lines to be MN1,2,3 = 10
5,9,14 GeV. During the running, the off-diagonal terms receive
contributions proportional to Y 2t V
CKM
31 V
CKM
32 for Q > MN3 , to Y
2
c V
CKM
21 V
CKM
22 for MN3 > Q > MN2
and to Y 2u V
CKM
11 V
CKM
12 for MN2 > Q > MN1 for the CKM-like mixing as shown in the figure. Since the
3rd generation up-type Yukawa coupling dominates over 1st and 2nd generations, the main contribution
from the RGEs is during Q > MN3 . For Q < MN3 , the RGE running effects on LFV observables are
highly suppressed due to the smallness of up and charm quark Yukawa couplings.
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Figure 2: Dependence of light neutrino masses on heavy neutrino masses for normal hierarchy (left)
and inverse hierarchy (right). The parameter space compatible with mν3 ' 0.05 eV are colored in
orange.
Using the method described above, the computed light neutrino masses (mνi) as a function of heavy
neutrino masses (MNi) are shown in Fig. 2 for both normal (NH) and inverted (IH) light neutrino
mass hierarchies using the small CKM-like neutrino mixings (scenario #1). The parameter space of
neutrinos studied in this paper is shown in orange. For values mν3 < 10
−3 eV, MN3 must be close to
mGUT so we show MN3 up to 10
16 GeV for the inverted hierarchy case. The summed neutrino masses
are bounded above by max(
∑
νi) = 0.31 (0.32) eV for normal (inverted) hierarchy from the analysis
of the ΛCDM +
∑
+Alens model using the ‘Planck TT,TE,EE+ τHFI + BAO’ dataset [11].
The size of the off-diagonal elements in the slepton mass matrix are mostly sensitive to log(mGUT/MN3).
As further discussed in the next section, LFV rates strongly depend on the mass of the 3rd generation
heavy neutrino, so the rates are not expected to show a difference for a different set of neutrino mass
choice with normal hierarchy since MN3 can only take values within a small range. With IH, it is
always possible to suppress SUSY enhanced LFV observables by taking MN3 ∼ mGUT as seen in Fig. 1.
We adopt mν3 ' 0.05 eV as the common third generation neutrino mass.
3 Lepton Flavor Violation and Observables
In supersymmetry, non-diagonal mass matrix elements in the slepton mass matrix can be the source
of LFV processes [37]. For example, in the mass insertion (MI) method with leading log approximation,
the branching fractions for processes li → ljγ can be approximated as:
BF(li → ljγ) '
∣∣∣(m2
L˜
)(LL)ij
∣∣∣2 α3 tan2 β
G2Fm
8
S
(10)
where α is the fine structure constant, GF is the Fermi constant, and mS defines the mass scale of the
SUSY particles [37]. In the MI technique, one defines the 6× 6 slepton mass matrix as:
m2
L˜
=
m2L˜(LL)ij m2L˜(LR)ij
m2
L˜
(RL)ij m
2
L˜
(RR)ij
 (11)
where LL, LR, RL, and RR are 3× 3 entries defined based on the chirality label of the sfermions.
In the MSSM (with no RHNs), off-diagonal elements of the slepton mass matrix are small enough to
not give rise to significant flavor violating rates. Hence, flavor changing processes such as µ→ eγ are
suppressed. When heavy right-handed neutrinos are introduced into the model, RG running can give
5
µ˜e˜
γ
µ eχ˜0
(m2
L˜
)12
ν˜µ
ν˜e
γ
µ eχ˜±
(m2
L˜
)12
Figure 3: Examples of Feynman diagrams contributing to µ→ eγ in MSSM+RHN models.
rise to large values for the mass matrix elements. In SO(10) SUSY models, the dominant contribution
arising from the neutrino sector is proportional to the squared top-quark Yukawa coupling Y 2t . Hence,
the size of the elements of the slepton mass matrix associated with LFV processes depends mostly on
the running from mGUT to MN3 .
3.1 µ→ eγ
In supersymmetry, flavor changing processes are induced by one-loop diagrams with the exchange of
gauginos and sleptons (see Fig. 3 for neutralino and chargino diagrams). The leading log approximation
for the slepton mass matrix element that induces the process µ→ eγ reads:
(m2
L˜
)12 ' − 1
8pi2
(2m20 +m
2
Hu +A
2
0)
∑
k
(fTν )1k(fν
∗)k2 log
mGUT
MNk
. (12)
For low values of m1/2, the approximation holds well but for values m1/2 ' 1 TeV, the branching
fractions can be up to a factor of 10 different than estimates from RGE running [43]. If the hierarchy of
neutrino couplings are similar to that of the up-type in the Standard Model, where the third generation
dominates, then the largest contribution is from the k = 3 term in the summation. BF(µ→ eγ) can be
calculated by substituting the m2
L˜
term in Eq. (12) into the expression in (10) for a good approximation
for a light/pre-LHC SUSY mass spectrum.
In the mass insertion technique, the branching fraction for the process µ → eγ can be calculated
using:
BF(µ→ eγ) = 48pi
3α
G2F
(|AµeL |2 + |AµeR |2) (13)
where the amplitudes AL’s and AR’s are given in Ref. [32]. In 2016, the MEG collaboration reported
the current bound for the process as BF(µ → eγ) < 4.2 × 10−13 at 90% CL [17]. The expected
sensitivity of the MEG-II experiment is 6× 10−14 for three years of data taking [44].
3.2 τ → µγ
In a similar way to the leading log approximation for µ→ eγ decay, BF(τ → µγ) can be approxi-
mated as:
(m2
L˜
)32 ' − 1
8pi2
(2m20 +m
2
Hu +A
2
0)
∑
k
(fTν )3k(fν
∗)k2 log
mGUT
MNk
(14)
where the dominant contribution comes from the term with (fTν )33(fν
∗)32 ∝ Y 2t VtbVts in models with
CKM-like neutrino Yukawa mixings and from the term ∝ Y 2t Uµ3Uτ3 in models with PMNS-like mix-
ings [19]. The most stringent current constraint come from BaBar collaboration BF(τ → µγ) <
4.4× 10−8 at 90% CL [45]; the Belle-II experiment expects to gain a factor of 10 improvement [46].
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3.3 µ→ 3e
In SUSY, the decay µ→ 3e gets contributions from γ-, Z-, Higgs-penguin and box diagrams where
the γ-penguin is the dominant one [47]. The leading γ-penguin approximation gives the relation :
BF(µ→ 3e)
BF(µ→ eγ) =
α
3pi
(
log
m2µ
m2e
− 114
)
. (15)
The current experimental lower bound on BF(µ→ eee) is from the SINDRUM experiment : 10−12 [48].
The proposed Mu3e experiment has a projected sensitivity of 5.2× 10−15 [49] up to ∼ 10−16 at Phase
II.
3.4 µN → eN
The µ→ e conversion rate (CR) inside a nucleus N depends on the neutron and proton densities.
The rate is larger with increasing Z (atomic number) up to Z ∼ 30 and decreasing for Z & 60 [50].
The Mu2e experiment is designed to look for µN → eN conversion with a sensitivity of conversion
rate CR(µ + Al → e + Al) ∼ 2.4 × 10−17 in aluminum [51]. The sensitivity is improved by replacing
aluminum targets with titanium ones.
4 Results for SUSY models with non-universal scalar masses
The cMSSM+RHN model parameter set has been well-investigated in the literature [33, 35, 36].
Also, the NUHM1,2+RHN models were previously studied for specific non-universal scenarios with
the following GUT-scale mass relations: NUHM1 (m2Hu = m
2
Hd
6= m20) in Ref. [19], NUHM2 (m2Hu 6=
m2Hd 6= m20) and NUGM (non-universal gaugino masses with M1 : M2 : M3 = 1/2 : 3/2 : 1) in
Ref. [20]. In these papers, the authors fixed the RH neutrino masses at mGUT. Here, we adopt the
three-extra-parameter non-universal Higgs mass SUSY model NUHM3 wherein the first and second
generations of matter scalars are split from the third (m2Hu 6= m2Hd 6= m20(3) 6= m20(1, 2)). The NUHM3
model is well motivated in that it allows for natural SUSY with ∆EW < 30 (and the required small
µ¯ parameter) while also allowing for third generation non-unversality as is expected in many stringy
constructs [27, 52].
We scan over the following parameter space:
MSSM parameters: sneutrino parameters:
m0(3) : 0− 20 TeV mν˜3 = m0(3)
m0(1, 2) : 0− 20 TeV mν˜1,2 = m0(1, 2)
m1/2 : 0− 4 TeV Aν = A0
A0 : (−4− 4) m0(3)
µ¯ : 0− 1 TeV
mA : 0− 10 TeV
tanβ : 3− 60 mν3 ' 0.05 eV (weak scale) .
The first four SUSY breaking masses are input at the GUT scale; µ¯ and mA are input at the weak
scale. Weak scale values of µ¯ and mA are preferred instead of mHu and mHd at GUT scale for a better
statistical sampling of µ¯ ≤1 TeV. We also assume µ¯ to be positive and real. The lower-end limits of
SUSY breaking terms and µ¯ are in tension with LHC and LEP2 searches. More precisely, mg˜ > 2.25
TeV and mχ˜±1
> 103.5 GeV require m1/2 & 1 TeV and µ¯ & 100 GeV respectively. We pay some special
attention to natural SUSY solutions with ∆EW < 30 since these generate a weak scale of mweak ∼ 100
GeV without requiring any large fine-tunings in Eq. (2).
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Only the solutions that give the neutrino mass spectrum of interest (mν3 = 0.05± 0.0025 eV and
mν1,2 determined by ∆m
2
ij given in Ref. [11]) after the RGE running are accepted. Results are shown
in two different categories based on the sneutrino mass hierarchy at the weak scale:
mν˜3 > mν˜2 ' mν˜1 → normal sneutrino hierarchy (NSH),
mν˜3 < mν˜2 ' mν˜1 → inverted sneutrino hierarchy (ISH).
Since first and second generation masses can drastically increase during RGE running for heavy
enough gluinos, imposing a hierarchy on scalars (m0(1, 2, 3)’s) at the GUT scale does not guarantee
that one generates the same hierarchy at the weak scale. Furthermore, LFV processes such as µ→ eγ
and µ→ eee are directly related to the sneutrino mass hierarchy rather than the scalar mass hierarchy
at the weak scale. In the rest of the paper, we use the terms NSH and ISH for the weak scale hierarchy
of sneutrinos.
We adopt a top-down approach: all the parameters are evolved from mGUT to mweak with the
RH neutrinos decoupled one-by-one using the methodology of Antusch et al. [42]. SUSY spectra are
calculated by using ISAJET [53] with neutrino related RGEs calculated using a modified version of
the subroutine ISABRS that comes within the ISAJET package. After RG running from mGUT to
mweak, the mass matrices m
2
L˜
, m2ν˜ , m
2
χ˜0 and m
2
χ˜± are calculated at the weak scale. We accept solutions
that give the observed neutrino oscillations and with a dark matter abundance less than the measured
result, Ωh2 ≤ 0.12 (assuming that the remainder of the dark matter might be composed of axions).
Light neutrino masses are calculated by diagonalizing the coupling of the dim-5 operator, κ. We use
the package SUSEFLAV [54] to calculate BF(µ→ eγ), BF(τ → µγ) and BF(µ→ eee) by feeding in the
low energy spectrum after RG running of ISAJET. SUSEFLAV calculates flavor changing observables
using MIs. To calculate the CR(µN → eN) for aluminum and titanium nuclei, we adopt the values
for the effective nuclear charge ZAleff = 11.6 and the form factor F (q) = 0.64 for
27
13Al and Z
T i
eff ' 17.6
with F (q) = 0.52 for 4822Ti [50].
The main contribution to off-diagonal elements of the slepton mass matrix arises during the evo-
lution from Q = mGUT →MN3– since the BF(µ→ eγ) ∝ (fν)23,3– so the mass of the third generation
heavy neutrino plays a crucial role for the LFV processes. Our choice of MN3 generates nearly maximal
LFV effects for both sneutrino hierarchies NSH and ISN.
We only show solutions with :
• neutralino LSP,
• radiatively broken electroweak symmetry,
• the lightest chargino mass greater than 103.5 GeV (LEP2 limit) [55],
• Higgs mass mh = 125± 2 GeV,
• 1.12× 10−9 < BF(BS → µ+µ−) < 4.48× 10−9 [56],
• 2.79× 10−4 < BF(b→ sγ) < 4.63× 10−4 [56].
In Fig. 4(left), we show the effect of taking mGUT larger than the SUSY unification scale on the
BF(µ → eγ) while keeping MN3 fixed at 1014 GeV. It is possible to assume mGUT close to Mstring
which is considered to be slightly higher than the gauge coupling unification scale due to string loop
effects [57]. Taking mGUT larger than the gauge coupling unification scale increases the rates for LFV
processes since MN3 is fixed. The effect of increasing mGUT by two orders of magnitude increases
LFV effects by a factor of two which is what we expect from the leading log approximation, Eq. (12).
In the remainder of our analysis, we take mGUT to be equal to the gauge coupling unification scale:
∼ 2.4× 1016 GeV.
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Figure 4: Dependence of BF(µ → eγ) (left) to mGUT with fixed MN1,2,3 ≡ 106,10,14 GeV and (right)
to MN3 for inverse hierarchical light neutrinos.
Figure 5: BF(µ→ eγ) vs. mSUSY (left) and vs. ratio of the 1st/2nd to 3rd generation sneutrino mass
mν˜1,2/mν˜3 (right), both with CKM-like neutrino mixing. Red: NSH and green: ISH.
In Fig. 4(right), we show how sensitive LFV processes are to our choice of neutrino mass spectrum
in the IH case. In the IH case, MN3 can take values from ∼ 1014 GeV (from cosmological bound on
sum of neutrino masses) to ∼ mGUT (0.001 < mν3/eV < 0.1) whereas 1st and 2nd generations are more
constrained. As seen in the figure, the branching fractions drop significantly for MN3 & 5× 1015 GeV
(corresponding to mν3 < 0.002 eV) since SUSY contributions to LFV approach zero for MN3 ∼ mGUT.
Hence, it is hard to rule out models with the IH unless there is a lower bound on mν3 from observations.
4.1 Results for branching fractions
The branching fractions for leptonic decays li → ljγ are inversely proportional to m8SUSY in the
leading log approximation where mSUSY is the sparticle mass scale [43]. The correlation between
mSUSY and BF(µ → eγ) is shown in Fig. 5(left). The BF(µ → eγ) is decreasing with increasing
mSUSY as expected [37, 58]. Here we take mSUSY as the arithmetic mean of the sfermion masses
and the gluino mass. We constrain the parameter space to be within the HE-LHC sparticle mass
reach [24]: mg˜ . 6 TeV. The main feature of the NUHM3 model investigated here arises from the
ratio of 1st/2nd to 3rd generation sneutrino masses as shown in Fig. 5(right). Due to cancellations
and decouplings within the amplitudes of chargino and neutralino loop diagrams, LFV observables
are highly suppressed for sparticles with the ISH. Hence, µ → eγ decays are highly suppressed for
m(3) < m(2) ' m(1). This behavior is expanded upon in Appendix A.
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Figure 6: LFV observables for NSH (left) and ISH (right) for the Case #1 small (CKM-like) mixing
scenario. Red points denote NSH while green points denote ISH. Yellow points are natural with
∆EW < 30. The gray shaded region is excluded by LHC Run 2 gluino search constraints.
4.1.1 Scenario #1: small CKM-like mixing, (fν)ij = (fu)ij
Our results for LFV observables are shown in Fig. 6 where we show branching fractions for the LFV
decays µ→ eγ, τ → µγ and µ→ eee as a function of mg˜ for sneutrino masses with the NSH (left) and
with the ISH (right). Current limits are shown by the solid horizontal lines while projected reaches of
future LFV experiments MEG-II, Belle-II and Mu3e are shown by dashed lines.
For the small (CKM-like) mixing case, the transition from normal to inverted sneutrino mass
hierarchy shows a sharp decrease for the branching fractions µ→ eγ and µ→ eee when the dominant
contribution to the amplitude Aµe,µeeeL,R from the chargino loop A
C
L,R changes sign which strongly
depends on the hierarchy of sneutrino masses. The transition is smoother in the large mixing (PMNS-
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like) case since the cancellations between Ai,jL,R are not as strong as in the small mixing case.
From Fig. 6, we see that the MEG2013 result has ruled out the NSH (left) of sfermions for the
majority of the parameter space. This includes the bulk of natural SUSY points (yellow). Surviving
points have highly degenerate mass spectra m(3) ' m(2) ' m(1) which might be expected from
NUHM2 boundary conditions. Constraints from the other search channels τ → µγ and µ → eee are
less stringent.
The ISH case (right) in all channels predicts very mild flavor violation which may not be within
the reach of projected sensitivities. The ISH with m0(3)  m0(1, 2) is actually favored by SUSY
string landscape predictions which prefer soft SUSY breaking masses as large as possible subject to
appropriate EWSB [27]. In this case, all natural SUSY points lie below projected limits. Although
BF(τ → eγ) is large due to large CKM mixing element |Vtb| ∼ O(1), the Belle-II sensitivity is still
higher than the predicted τ → eγ decay rates.
The predictions for natural SUSY (yellow points) with a NSH (left) are all above the existing
MEG2013 limits. This is mainly because from naturalness m0(3) cannot exceed ∼ 5 − 10 TeV lest
contributions to the weak scale become large and the model becomes unnatural. For the NSH, the
first/second generation sneutrino masses are necessarily lighter than third, so this acts to enhance the
LFV rates.
For the (string preferred) ISH scenario (Fig. 6(right) yellow points), natural SUSY predicts much
lower rates for LFV branching fractions because now first/second generation sleptons can range up
to the scan upper limits (as large as 20 TeV) with little effect on naturalness whilst third generations
scalars, which are more strongly related to naturalness, remain in the several TeV range. Hence, points
with m0(1, 2) ' 20 TeV (upper scan limit) set the lower bound for LFV processes for ISH for natural
SUSY. As the gluino mass gets larger, the yellow points tend to populate lower BF values mainly
because naturalness can be preserved with smaller tanβ, tanβ < 20 as m1/2 gets larger. The overall
conclusion from the ISH plots of Fig. 6 is that the stringy preferred [52, 27] natural SUSY models
tend to predict LFV decay rates well below present and even future experimental search limits.
4.1.2 Scenario #2: large PMNS-like mixing, (fν)ij = (fu)
diag
ii U
PMNS
ij
In this Subsection, we present predictions for LFV decays from the NUHM3 model but with Scenario
#2 large PMNS-like mixing of neutrino couplings. The cMSSM with PMNS-like mixing is already
under tension from MEG results whereas the NUHM1 model with tanβ < 20 survives [19, 20].
Predictions from the NUHM3 model for the LFV branching fractions BF(µ → eγ), BF(τ → µγ)
and BF(µ → eee) are shown in Fig. 7 for the large PMNS-like mixing case for the NSH (left) and
ISH (right). The large PMNS-like mixing predicts higher LFV rates so more of the parameter space
is within the reach of future experiments compared to that of small CKM-like mixing. Similar to the
CKM-mixing case, models with a NSH generate a few orders of magnitude larger rates compared to
the ISH scenario.
For the large PMNS-like mixing scenario, the NSH is nearly completely ruled out by the MEG2013
results. The surviving points feature a heavy spectra for SUSY particles, mSUSY & 10 TeV. For a
heavier neutrino spectrum, LFV rates will be even more enhanced so our conclusions for the NSH case
are valid for any set of neutrino masses with normal hierarchy (mν3 & 0.05 eV). Unlike the NUHM1
model results of Ref. [19], tanβ values up to ∼ 50 are still allowed for the NUHM3 model.
For the ISH case with large PMNS-like mixing, the MEG2013 limit rules out about half of the
scanned parameter space points. The MEG-II experiment can probe more of– but not all of– the large
mixing NUHM3 parameter space with an ISH.
Natural SUSY points show a similar behavior as in small CKM-like mixing case: smaller LFV rates
for all decays in the ISH case as compared with the NSH. MEG-II and Mu3e searches can probe much
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Figure 7: LFV observables for NSH (left) and ISH (right) for the Case #2 large (PMNS-like) mixing
scenario. Red points denote NSH while green points denote ISH. Yellow points are natural with
∆EW < 30. The gray shaded region is excluded by LHC Run 2 gluino search constraints.
of the NUHM3 large mixing ISH parameter space but are not sensitive enough to cover its entirety.
Points over the entire range of gluino masses can escape from all search channels since in NUHM3
tanβ values less than 20 are allowed and these predict small LFV rates.
4.2 µ→ e conversion in nuclei
In Fig. 8, we focus on µN → eN conversion in aluminum and titanium nuclei. The Mu2e experiment
is planned to initially start with aluminum targets which can be replaced with titanium ones without
any major changes in detectors [59]. Titanium targets are expected to increase the sensitivity by a
factor of ∼1.6 [50, 60].
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Figure 8: Conversion rate (CR) for µN → eN in aluminum and in titanium nuclei with small CKM-
like mixing (left) and large PMNS-like mixing (right). MEG2013 excluded points and points within
MEG-II reach are colored in gray and blue respectively. The dashed gray lines show the projected
sensitivity of the Mu2e experiment. Red points denote the NSH while green points denote the ISH.
The projected initial sensitivity of Mu2e – CR(µ + Al → e + Al) ∼ 2.4 × 10−17– is shown by the
horizontal dashed line. The approximate sensitivity with the titanium target is shown by the vertical
dashed line. We also mark the points that are within the reach of MEG-II searches (blue) and points
that are already ruled out by MEG2013 (gray) on the same plane. Only the points which are currently
safe from LHC searches are shown in Fig. 8.
The µN → eN conversion rates for small CKM-like mixing are shown on the left side of Fig. 8.
With the titanium target upgrade, the Mu2e experiment will probe almost the entire parameter space
with NSH (red) but only a small portion of the parameter space predicted by models with the ISH
(green). For the large PMNS-like mixing scenario (right-side), even the initial run of Mu2e will cover
all of the NSH parameter space and a large portion of the ISH parameter space. The Mu2e will reach
sufficient sensitivity to cover the entirety of the large PMNS-like mixing parameter space for both the
NSH and ISH cases with the titanium target upgrade. The proposed Mu2e-II upgrade envisions to
improve the sensitivity by an order of magnitude, CR(µ + Al → e + Al) ∼ 2.5 × 10−18 [61] which is
still not quite sufficient to cover the whole CKM-like mixing scenario with ISH.
5 Summary and conclusions
The see-saw mechanism is highly motivated in that a large, intermediate mass scale for Majorana
neutrinos explains the tiny active neutrino masses whilst also explaining the absence of right-handed
neutrino effects in low energy data. The see-saw mechanism isn’t a particularly well-motivated ex-
tension of the SM all by itself since the (apparently fundamental) newly discovered Higgs boson mass
would likely blow up to the see-saw scale due to its quadratic divergences. Supersymmetry stabilizes
the Higgs mass so the weak scale can co-exist along with the Majorana mass scale (and the GUT and
Planck scales). Within models containing a SUSY see-saw mechanism, then LFV processes should
occur, possibly at an observable level. Our goal in this paper has been to present predictions for LFV
processes within plausible SUSY models that are compatible with LHC Run 2 results. These should
include natural SUSY models with radiatively-driven naturalness [22] which allow for a 125 GeV Higgs
mass along with multi-TeV soft terms (as implied by LHC data) while at the same time avoiding the
fine-tunings associated with a Little Hierarchy: why is mweak  msoft?
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We have investigated the current and projected reaches of various LFV search experiments within
both the natural and unnatural portions of the NUHM3 SUSY model where neutrinos are generated
with a type-I seesaw mechanism. We have limited the SUSY parameter space within the HE-LHC
gluino reach. The NUHM3 model is well motivated in that it allows for weak scale naturalness
along with a 125 GeV Higgs mass and sparticles beyond LHC Run 2 limits. The generational non-
degeneracy is well motivated by both landscape [27] and mini-landscape [52] string-motivated models
which tend to give m0(3) ∼ few TeV whilst m0(1, 2) ∼ tens of TeV. We evaluated two scenarios for the
neutrino couplings: Scenario #1 small CKM-like mixing with fν = fu and Scenario #2 large PMNS-
like mixing with fν = f
diag
u UPMNS. These scenarios are originally motivated by 4-d SO(10) SUSY
GUT models. We should remark here that the large mixing case arises from 16s of SO(10) which
couple to 120-dimensional Higgs representations. Such large Higgs representations do not appear in
stringy constructions [39] and hence may well occupy the swampland [38]: theories inconsistent with
string theory. Both the small and large mixing cases should be consistent with local GUT theories
which can emerge from string theory [41]. Indeed, heterotic string models compactified on certain
orbifolds can easily include the type-I SUSY see-saw while allowing for split multiplets which solve
the doublet-triplet splitting problem [40].
In our analysis, the third generation neutrino mass is fixed to 0.05 eV and then first and second
generation neutrino masses are calculated using observed squared mass differences. Along with large
and small Yukawa mixing cases, we divided our results according to normal and inverted sneutrino
mass hierarchies, NSH and ISH. Our calculations show that for natural SUSY with the NSH, rates
for BF(µ → eγ) are already ruled out by the MEG2013 experiment for both small and large mixing
scenarios. The µ→ eγ decay rate for the (landscape-favored) ISH scenario is lower than the NSH case
due to the loop cancellations and decoupling effects. Even so, large chunks of parameter space for the
ISH with large mixing are already ruled out, although substantial regions remain viable. In contrast,
the LFV decay rates for the (string-favored) ISH with small CKM-like mixing have not yet been
touched by LFV search experiments. Moreover, LFV predictions from these latter models lie below
even the future attainable limits so it appears hard to be optimistic that meaningful constraints will
be gained from LFV probes in the most plausible SUSY scenarios. In addition, the Mu2e conversion
search experiment apparently can test (nearly) the entire parameter space of both NSH and ISH
models with large mixing. The small mixing case for the ISH model remains with predicted detection
rates well below the projected sensitivity of µ→ e conversion experiments.
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Figure 9: Individual contributions to ACR versus mν˜(1, 2)/mν˜(3). Dashed (solid) curves show negative
(positive) amplitudes.
Appendix
A Loop cancellations
The decay width for the process µ→ eγ is given by:
Γ(µ→ eγ) = e
2
16pi
m5µ(|AL|2 + |AR|2) (16)
where AL = A
N
L + A
C
L and AR = A
N
R + A
C
R are the sum of the contributions from chargino (C)
and neutralino (N) loop diagrams. The main contribution to BF(µ → eγ) comes from the chargino
sector. Amplitudes of contributions to ACR are shown in Fig. 9 with respect to the sneutrino mass
hierarchy for both small CKM-like (left) and large PMNS-like (right) mixing cases. The individual
contribution ACR(i,j) where i and j are the indices for the chargino (χ
±
1,2) and sneutrino (ν˜1,2,3) gen-
erations respectively, are defined in Ref. [32]. Dashed lines represent negative amplitudes whereas
solid lines are positive amplitudes. The black line shows the sum of all the individual contributions:
ACR. For mν˜3 < mν˜1,2 , the amplitudes A
C
R(1,1) and A
C
R(1,2), A
C
R(2,1) and A
C
R(2,2) cancel out. As a result,
ACR ' ACR(1,3) +ACR(2,3): one obtains a small amplitude contributing to the muon decay.
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